
Dear Parents,

We would like to welcome you back to Warden Hill Primary School 

and the start of  Year 1.  We are very excited about the start of  

the new term! We have lots of  fun activities planned that will help 

the children settle back into school allowing them to adapt to new 

routines and build on friendships.

Our main focus this term is reading and recapping the phonics. As 

an incentive to promote reading we would like to introduce our 

special Year One Reading Challenge.
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YEAR 1 TEAM

Keep checking our school calendar 
for all the upcoming events
wardenhill.gloucs.sch.uk/events/

1B Teachers: Mr Bailey

   Mrs Tucker (PPA)

 TA:  Mrs Compton

1S Teachers: Mrs Smith (Monday to Thursday)

   Miss Niblett

 TA:  Mrs Matthews 

READING AT HOME  

We are delighted to begin the new school year with the news that we 

have a wonderful selection of  brand new reading scheme books for 

pupils in our Reception and Key Stage 1 classes. Our new scheme 

of  reading books (from pink to turquoise) is based on the ‘Letters 

and Sounds’ phonics programme that we use in school. This means 

that as of  the start of  the new academic year, the reading scheme 

books (from pink to turquoise) that we use in school will be fully 

decodable and will follow the groups of  phonemes being taught 

to the children. Many of  the previous colour banded books (from 

pink to turquoise) are no longer being used for reading at home as 

they are not fully decodable, as not all of  the sounds in the books 

matched the phonemes that the children were being taught. You 

may fi nd your child is on a different ‘colour band’ because we have 
moved the focus to the children’s ‘Letters and Sounds’ knowledge, 

to which our new scheme is aligned.  

The selection of  books that we have from purple band onwards, 

will be the same as before because children have not only been 

taught all of  the phonemes, but are secure in applying them to their 

reading, as well as being able to read more fl uently.   
We will not be distributing books to the children until we have 

had time to read with them and assess where they are to ensure we 

start them on the right book. Their fi rst book will come home on 
Monday 14th September. In the meantime, please continue to enjoy 

stories with your child and share as many books as you can.    

We want all children at Warden Hill Primary School to be successful 

readers who enjoy reading. We have therefore changed how 

often we will be sending books home to ensure their fl uency and 
comprehension develops accordingly. Children will have their 

books changed twice a week (every Monday and Thursday). This 

is because we want children to read their book three times to help 

them develop all of  their reading skills.  

• The fi rst read will focus on their decoding skills - to read 
phonically regular words and recognising common exception 

words.    

• The second read should focus on their understanding of  what 

the text is about.   

• By the third read we want the child feel like an expert and enjoy 

sharing the story with fl uency and explore using expression.                                                              

We will explain all of  the above in more detail in our curriculum 

presentation during the fi rst term. 

EVERYDAY NECESSITIES

Please ensure your child brings their book bag, coat 

and a water bottle to school each day. Windows and 

doors will be left open as much as possible during the 

day so a school sweatshirt will always be necessary. 

The free fruit for children at break will start again in 

the second week back so there is no need for you to 

provide this after the scheme restarts.

COMMUNICATION

If  you would like to discuss anything with the class 

teacher, due to Covid restrictions and managing our 

site safely, we would ask that you use the link book in 

your child’s book bag as a form of  communication as 

these are checked daily or alternatively e-mail admin@
wardenhill.gloucs.sch.uk to pre-book an appointment, 
as unfortunately you will be unable to pop into the 

classroom at the moment.

If  you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask 

and we are very much looking forward to seeing the 

children and you next week.

PE

PE sessions will take place on a Monday morning 

(1B), and a Thursday afternoon (1S) with other 

sessions on an ad hoc basis.  We will be starting these 

sessions the week beginning 7th September.  on their 

PE day children must come to school wearing their 

sports kit. 



CURRICULUM

We will be providing Continuous Provision for the 

fi rst term in order to bridge the gap from Reception.  
We will be focussing on the author ‘Giles Andreae’ 

who has written some fantastic books for children 

including – Giraffes Can’t Dance, Rumble in the 

Jungle, Monkey Business and Barnyard Hullabaloo. 

We will start formal homework and spellings after 

half  term.

Autumn 1: THIS IS ME

HISTORY

Identify changes in our lives and others around us.

Placing clothes, toys and themselves in chronological 

order.

ART

Exploring different types of  lines.

Self  portraits in a variety of  different ways: charcoal, 

digital, painting, pop-art.

SCIENCE

Recognising and describing changes in ourselves and 

animals as we grow older.

Exploring our fi ve senses

PE

Lost and Found - a physical movement unit.
Rolling equipment - develop control when rolling 
equipment and start to understand tactics.

RE

Sense of  belonging.

Harvest

MUSIC

Keeping a steady pulse.

Using a variety of  instruments through dance.

ENGLISH

This is me: writing informative sentences about 

themselves.

Poetry: pattern and rhyme

Ongoing: phonics, reading and writing.

NUMERACY

Counting 1 to 20, number lines, number writing1-20 
in words and numerals, number bonds to 10, number 

bonds to 20.

PHSE

Working together as a team

ICT

Exploring different painting programmes (digital 

portraits).

Creating a ‘This is me’ ebook.

Autumn 2: FROZEN

HISTORY

Arctic explorer - signifi cant person from the past - 
Scott/Edward Wilson

MATHS

Adding number lines to 20, place value - numbers to 
100, Addition 1, addition and subtraction 2, counting 

in 2s, 5s, 10s.

PE

Gym making shapes, catching and bouncing.

RE

The Christmas Story

MUSIC

Sounds interesting - exploring sounds

PSHE

My relationships, similarities and differences between 

people

ENGLISH

Stories from another culture - Polar Bear Son.
Information writing on Scott of  Antarctica

SCIENCE

Seasonal changes: Autumn and Winter

DT

Christmas moving pictures

ICT

‘We are celebrating’ - creating an electronic Christmas 
card



READING CHALLENGE

To make reading more exciting, we have created a 

challenge grid with lots of  fun and interesting tasks. 

If  you complete any 5 tasks from each column by 

Christmas (i.e. 20 tasks in all) and have each task 

signed by a parent, you will receive a special reading 

certificate and a sticker. We hope you have fun 
completing the tasks and look forward to hearing 

about them.

R E A D
Read with a friend Read under a blanket Read with a torch Read a picture book 

to a younger sibling or 

younger family friend

Read for 15 minutes Read in the shade under 

a tree

Read at the dinner table Read in a den made from 

blankets

Read in your pyjamas Read in a sleeping bag Read to a grand parent 

or family friend for 15 

minutes

Read 2 books by the 

same author

Read a joke book Read the cereal box Read whilst eating an  

apple

Read to a pet

Read whilst sitting on the 

stairs

Read on a blanket in a 

park

Read at your friend’s 

house

Read during a rain storm

Read while snuggling a 

teddy

Read while wearing fancy 

dress

Read after a club such as 

swimming

Read a mystery

Read at the public library Read in an extreme place Read for 30 minutes Read a non–fiction book

Read to a parent for 30 

minutes

Read a comic Read two books from the 

same series

Read your favourite book 


